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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 20. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 

1.  One 1200KV line can carry as much power as ______400Kv circuits for equal distance  
     Of transmission.          [ ] 

A) Four    B) Six     C) Eight    D) Twelve 
 
2.  The equivalent radius of a bundled conductor with two number of similar sub conductors each 

with distance 3cm and bundle spacing 12cm is _____cm.      [ ] 
A) 6         B) 4.2       C) 10    D) 8 

 
3.  Skin effect causes ___________        [ ] 

A) Decrease in the value of conductor resistance 
B) Increase in the value of conductor resistance 
C) Either Increase or Decrease in the value of conductor resistance 
D) None 

 
4.  The maximum number of sub conductors which has been tried on experimental basis is 

____________          [ ] 
A) 6         B) 8     C) 10    D) 18 

 
5.  The inductance of any conductor due to its internal flux is ___________µH/m   [ ] 

A) 0.5         B) 0.05     C) 0.2    D) 0.02 
 
6. The value of resistance ________ with increase in temperature     [ ] 

A) Increases B) decreases C) increases or decreases    D) does not change 
 
7. Solar irradiation intensity is measured in _________     [ ] 

A) Watt/m      B)Watt/sq.m         C)Watt            D)Weber 
 
8. Radiation loss is given by_____ law         [ ] 

A) Maxwell’s                 B) Stephan-boltzmann’s          C) Ampere’s      D) Ohm’s 
 
9. The value of [L][C]= __________ for a three phase transposed line where g is velocity. of light in 

km/sec, [U] is unit matrix          [ ] 
A) (1/g) [U]         B) (1/g2)[U]          C) g[U]         D) g2[U]          

 
10. The capacitance of an isolated shepre is _______      [ ] 

A) directly proportional to its radius                  B) In directly proportional to its radius        
C) Independent of its radius            D) directly proportional to square of its radius        
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II Fill in the Blanks 
 
11.  The power handling capacity of a line ________with increase in the line length. 
 
12. ___________ conductors are used for EHV lines. 
 
13. Always the self inductance of a the transposed line is __________than the zero  
      sequence inductance. 
 
14.  The equivalent radius of a bundled conductor with N number of sub conductors each  
     with radius r and bundle radius R is given by________________ 
 
15.  The value of negative sequence inductance (L2)in terms of self and mutual inductances (Ls and 

Lm) is given by _________________________ 
 
16. The project EHV formula to find corona loss is ____________________ 
 
17. The value of corona loss ___________with increase in rain rate. 
 
18.   Audible noise is measured in ________________ 
 
19. The value of sound pressure level (SPL)in pascals is related to decibel value of SPL as 

________________________________ 
 
20.  _________formula is used to find the maximum surface gradient for phases of a 3-  
     Phase AC line with horizontal configuration. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 20. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 

 
1.  The maximum number of sub conductors which has been tried on experimental basis is 

____________          [ ] 
A) 6         B) 8     C) 10    D) 18 

 
2.  The inductance of any conductor due to its internal flux is ___________µH/m   [ ] 

A) 0.5         B) 0.05     C) 0.2    D) 0.02 
 
3. The value of resistance ________ with increase in temperature     [ ] 

A) Increases B) decreases C) increases or decreases    D) does not change 
 
4. Solar irradiation intensity is measured in _________     [ ] 

A) Watt/m      B)Watt/sq.m         C)Watt            D)Weber 
 
5. Radiation loss is given by_____ law         [ ] 

A) Maxwell’s                 B) Stephan-boltzmann’s          C) Ampere’s      D) Ohm’s 
 
6. The value of [L][C]= __________ for a three phase transposed line where g is velocity. of light in 

km/sec, [U] is unit matrix          [ ] 
A) (1/g) [U]         B) (1/g2)[U]          C) g[U]         D) g2[U]          

 
7. The capacitance of an isolated shepre is _______      [ ] 

A) directly proportional to its radius                  B) In directly proportional to its radius        
C) Independent of its radius            D) directly proportional to square of its radius        

 
8.  One 1200KV line can carry as much power as ______400Kv circuits for equal distance  
     Of transmission.          [ ] 

A) Four      B) Six     C) Eight    D) Twelve 
 
9.  The equivalent radius of a bundled conductor with two number of similar sub conductors each 

with distance 3cm and bundle spacing 12cm is _____cm.      [ ] 
A) 6         B) 4.2    C) 10    D) 8 

 
10.  Skin effect causes ___________        [ ] 

A) Decrease in the value of conductor resistance 
B) Increase in the value of conductor resistance 
C) Either Increase or Decrease in the value of conductor resistance 
D) None 
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II Fill in the Blanks 
 
11.  The equivalent radius of a bundled conductor with N number of sub conductors each  
     with radius r and bundle radius R is given by________________ 
 
12.  The value of negative sequence inductance (L2)in terms of self and mutual inductances (Ls and 

Lm) is given by _________________________ 
 
13. The project EHV formula to find corona loss is ____________________ 
 
14. The value of corona loss ___________with increase in rain rate. 
 
15.   Audible noise is measured in ________________ 
 
16. The value of sound pressure level (SPL)in pascals is related to decibel value of SPL as 

________________________________ 
 
17.  _________formula is used to find the maximum surface gradient for phases of a 3-  
     Phase AC line with horizontal configuration. 
 
18.  The power handling capacity of a line ________with increase in the line length. 
 
19. ___________ conductors are used for EHV lines. 
 
20. Always the self inductance of a the transposed line is __________than the zero  
      sequence inductance. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 20. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 

 
1. The value of resistance ________ with increase in temperature     [ ] 

A) Increases B) decreases C) increases or decreases    D) does not change 
 
2. Solar irradiation intensity is measured in _________     [ ] 

A) Watt/m      B)Watt/sq.m         C)Watt            D)Weber 
 
3. Radiation loss is given by_____ law         [ ] 

A) Maxwell’s                 B) Stephan-boltzmann’s          C) Ampere’s      D) Ohm’s 
 
4. The value of [L][C]= __________ for a three phase transposed line where g is velocity. of light in 

km/sec, [U] is unit matrix          [ ] 
A) (1/g) [U]         B)  (1/g2)[U]          C) g[U]         D) g2[U]          

 
5. The capacitance of an isolated shepre is _______      [ ] 

A) directly proportional to its radius                  B) In directly proportional to its radius        
C) Independent of its radius            D) directly proportional to square of its radius        

 
6.  One 1200KV line can carry as much power as ______400Kv circuits for equal distance  
     Of transmission.          [ ] 

A) Four    B) Six     C) Eight    D) Twelve 
 
7.  The equivalent radius of a bundled conductor with two number of similar sub conductors each 

with distance 3cm and bundle spacing 12cm is _____cm.      [ ] 
A) 6         B) 4.2    C) 10    D) 8 

 
8.  Skin effect causes ___________        [ ] 

A) Decrease in the value of conductor resistance 
B) Increase in the value of conductor resistance 
C) Either Increase or Decrease in the value of conductor resistance 
D) None 

 
9.  The maximum number of sub conductors which has been tried on experimental basis is 

____________          [ ] 
A) 6         B) 8     C) 10    D) 18 

 
10.  The inductance of any conductor due to its internal flux is ___________µH/m   [ ] 

A) 0.5         B) 0.05     C) 0.2    D) 0.02 
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II Fill in the Blanks 
 
11. The project EHV formula to find corona loss is ____________________ 
 
12. The value of corona loss ___________with increase in rain rate. 
 
13.   Audible noise is measured in ________________ 
 
14. The value of sound pressure level (SPL)in pascals is related to decibel value of SPL as 

________________________________ 
 
15.  _________formula is used to find the maximum surface gradient for phases of a 3-  
     Phase AC line with horizontal configuration. 
 
16.  The power handling capacity of a line ________with increase in the line length. 
 
17. ___________ conductors are used for EHV lines. 
 
18. Always the self inductance of a the transposed line is __________than the zero  
      sequence inductance. 
 
19.  The equivalent radius of a bundled conductor with N number of sub conductors each  
     with radius r and bundle radius R is given by________________ 
 
20.  The value of negative sequence inductance (L2)in terms of self and mutual inductances (Ls and 

Lm) is given by _________________________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 20. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 

1. Radiation loss is given by_____ law         [ ] 
A) Maxwell’s                 B) Stephan-boltzmann’s          C) Ampere’s      D) Ohm’s 

 
2. The value of [L][C]= __________ for a three phase transposed line where g is velocity. of light in 

km/sec, [U] is unit matrix          [ ] 
A) (1/g) [U]         B)  (1/g2)[U]          C) g[U]          D)  g2[U]          

 
3. The capacitance of an isolated shepre is _______      [ ] 

A) directly proportional to its radius                  B) In directly proportional to its radius        
C) Independent of its radius            D) directly proportional to square of its radius        

 
4.  One 1200KV line can carry as much power as ______400Kv circuits for equal distance  
     Of transmission.          [ ] 

A) Four B) Six     C) Eight    D) Twelve 
 
5.  The equivalent radius of a bundled conductor with two number of similar sub conductors each 

with distance 3cm and bundle spacing 12cm is _____cm.      [ ] 
A) 6         B) 4.2    C) 10    D) 8 

 
6.  Skin effect causes ___________        [ ] 

A) Decrease in the value of conductor resistance 
B) Increase in the value of conductor resistance 
C) Either Increase or Decrease in the value of conductor resistance 
D) None 

 
7.  The maximum number of sub conductors which has been tried on experimental basis is 

____________          [ ] 
A) 6         B) 8     C) 10    D) 18 

 
8.  The inductance of any conductor due to its internal flux is ___________µH/m   [ ] 

A) 0.5         B) 0.05     C) 0.2    D) 0.02 
 
9. The value of resistance ________ with increase in temperature     [ ] 

A) Increases B) decreases C) increases or decreases    D) does not change 
 
10. Solar irradiation intensity is measured in _________     [ ] 

A) Watt/m      B)Watt/sq.m         C)Watt            D)Weber 
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II Fill in the Blanks 
 
11.   Audible noise is measured in ________________ 
 
12. The value of sound pressure level (SPL)in pascals is related to decibel value of SPL as 

________________________________ 
 
13.  _________formula is used to find the maximum surface gradient for phases of a 3-  
     Phase AC line with horizontal configuration. 
 
14.  The power handling capacity of a line ________with increase in the line length. 
 
15. ___________ conductors are used for EHV lines. 
 
16. Always the self inductance of a the transposed line is __________than the zero  
      sequence inductance. 
 
17.  The equivalent radius of a bundled conductor with N number of sub conductors each  
     with radius r and bundle radius R is given by________________ 
 
18.  The value of negative sequence inductance (L2)in terms of self and mutual inductances (Ls and 

Lm) is given by _________________________ 
 
19. The project EHV formula to find corona loss is ____________________ 
 
20. The value of corona loss ___________with increase in rain rate. 
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